
OBSERVATIONS 01. THE COh°Ei.J?ORARY aLERICa\ SCENE.

American fandom, as viewed by an outsider? appears to have reached 
an interesting) but scmwhat hectic state? in fact matters now seem to be 
in the melting poto By now the draft has suco.eeeded in moving or removing 
quite a. proportion of the leading figures of the Imagi-nation - Ackerman 
is at Fort1 hac-arthur as every fan on the globe ou tit to know? Bob Tucker 
is due for call-uj) as I write? Widner is in 1A and waiting? Jack Speer 
goes overseas? kilty Rothman has been in rhe army a while and sc on----
About the only top fans left in harness are Harry Warner and Al Ashley, 
both of whom were medically rejected? but E Everett Evans has ■"just retu- 
rned from a years absence without trrce<.

The organisational front is in a state of complete flux; subsiding 
»v ripples c f the be .-Tier-Cosmic C.arole deb-acle still agitate the surface 

of Amerifandom and nearly all of the old local clubs are moribund or pe
tered out. Even the best of then? the Los Angeles Science Fantasy Society 
is riven in twain by a controversy anent the extent to which an stf fans 
life oushtbto be dominated by his hobby* However? steady as a rock stancis 
the Fantasy Amateur Fress Association? with more activity and interest 
than ever. (Please look inside? continued about page nine or so)
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A catch-as-catch-can publication issued bimonthly with the ob ject of 
interesting 4 keeping in touch science cl weird-fantasy enthusiasts in 
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EASIEWON ,""4 by —« Drs nJohn K. Aiken
DIARY*- of the happenings nt the TcnclOn Convention Easter 1944 organised

by the Cosmos Club of Toldington- -’’t’.tain’s first wartime full-scale 
Convention.

Saturday: 2 p.m. Aiken 4 Frank Parker arrive at Waterloo without tickets and arc 
detained by officials. In the distance they see hordes of conventions.-.. • .

-y o avoid their case. Eventually they are permitted, to leave the platform.
2.5 ‘•<-3.6 ■•d.'.i. Gathering of the fans: bv 3 Syd Rounds (Kingston), "al 

(fh obett (Towes Parle, ".11). George Ellis (Manchester), "’nice Guffron, Fred Goodicr, 
Gordon holbrow (Tcddington), Ron Lane (*inchest ox), Arthur Hillman (’kwport, Hen,;, 
P tof Hawkins (Surbiton), Don Houston (pctchworth), Jo’ui Millard (ROA?, Jackson, 

■ licb.), Dennis Tucker (nigh "tycombe) 4 Arthur ?. Jillians (Cam cmell) "rave aocum- 
ul tied. Attempts atfe made bo fund the Con booklet, w'-icb Hawkins lias spent the 
-v' ;1 J previous day in duplicating, but although the cover is fine the paper insi-le i” 

the attempts uro swiftly abandoned. (The quiz which was particularly 
iii--giblc is to be reprinted.) Everyone worries because Gus docs not appear (it is 
l-.-jcr learnt that all’leave is cancelled in his area). ((.Ed- -° British fan
gathering is complete these days without our pct Angeleno, "orman (C-U.s) Hilmerth ■■ 
in. imerican uniform, a friendly smile. A .... well!)) Ike know - don't tell us.
a. catch of 4c* s nudes ? -••DI]

3 - 4.30. Pera Inflations. Nothing interesting is found ’Ln Charing 
C:.oss Road. [This cannot be true. Me positively know that "arold Chibbett buy- 
bee1’? from the pornography shops. He bR'YlfJl &bout it, the low fellow. >—-D.7J

4.30. Coventry St. Corner House. Pandemonium. The Oaselcys (Stoke- 
or<-Trent) L? - JMR’s copperplate stenographer must have slipped off his knee just 
then ■ the naiiic is impossible --D’l], Michael F. Lord (looking magnificent ehoii.gh
to be his namesake of the Admiralty) A ?hillett turn up, and, like the rest, arc pv. 'bed 

rough the mangle which is called the cafeteria. Manchester expresses surprise r.r.c 
London can keep aliv- on such fare 4 retires to recuperate in the park.

5.30 -* 7. Disney programme at ilews theatre ta^en ui. Tilings arc
look’.ng up.

7 - 7.3G. Consumption curve for Scotch Ale in the London area begins to 
r i s e.

7.30. Th.c Convention President (’falter Gillings) and irs. Gillings and
7,A.Devereux arrive. The Shanghai Restaurant is invaded. Some participants per
form prodigies o? ce.ting., despite the theory that 'oho soup is nothing but sn acuariur; 
warmed up bodily. Tier become completely curroundcd by piles of empty dishes. 
Others hang back delicately, valuing their stomachs. Scotch Ale is brought in an 
enormous Jug, end is imbibed. Professor Low, unable to be present under military
cxi.yencies, sends the gathering his love. Hames are signed in wax (stencil). , Dev- 
orcux, Gillings « Aiken decide that everyone must take everything much more seriously.

9*30 - 10. Scotch Ale curve reaches peak, for the year.
10.00 onwards. Many meet their ’iaterloo.

Sunday: 10 11 a.m. Prodigious fetching: A carrying by one d all. Shirley's
(Tcddin"ton cafe housing Sunday’s sessions) disappears beneath a wave of 

£)_ij.ction items and electrical apwnmtus. T’ais la.ttcr turns ouo co oe useless, doing, 
nothing but emit loud indelicate noises, and keeping a mobile fuse--mending squad con^ 



stantly Ln action. Gascoigne, Gatland, Gomberg and Sandficld (wearing p. tie 01 a 
totally new nrimary colour) are newcomers. Swing discussions rage.. dawkins appears 
with duplicated dinner-signatures. Silis reads CAPTAT i. FUTUTLi, undLs cu±bccL ,

12 noon • Hiscnni- Os?’Lr'**Lnn?- Tni*noiis, nn orT^Lna.! •lox’cy^ S of THS S. TILE 01- 
!TIS SPHINX ("Tt’s the cat’ - whiskers," says 7kiwkins) d other To’l contributions, first 
issues, old books, and the complete files o' BEYOND and COSMIC GUTS arc on view.

12.30. Brains Trust. Gillings, Aiken, Hawkins H the questioners maintain 
high intellectual level exdept for typographical trouble leading to moonstuck fans, & 
ribaldry about Hillard's socks. ((Bd«-« A o-JOuliarity of American servicemen is their 
rolled-down gents natty half-hoso - Cail someone tell us the reason?)) As clank of 
cutlery comes from below, the last quest ion is anchored in monosyllabic unison.

1.00. Lunch. ’’Proper Food" asks someone anxiously. (it is.)
1.45 - 2,15, Presidential Address. Gillings performs the prodigious feat 

of keeping largo numbers of fane silent U attentive for half an hour while he discusses 
the possible future d functions of fandom <1 fan writings, cmohaslsing the need for an 
attitude at once more serious <1 moro broadminded. He outlines the k.ind of professional 
magazine ho hopes trill appear in Britain, after the wafj and suggests the BEYOHDs as t 
training grounds for its authors, It is Up to fans, he bays, to show that stf is 
worth while and can foully foster achievement» (Exc, .hlgh^sppt of .the .Gon.)

2.30 - 3.30. falk.
3.50 -» 6.00. Monologue by Parker: i;e. first session of the auction, 

Culet Opening: later terrific bidding for FFM’s in particularSurprising lack of 
enthusiasm for original drawings C: manuscripts as against magazines.

5 - 5.30. Tea, d relaxation for auctioneer's throat*
5.30 - 6.30. More auction - top price (10/-) paid for complete file of 

S36CPS; the FFM of 10/6 fajne does well again (s/6) . Only a half-dozen items turned 
in. Ellis gets his Cj\PTAI2T FUTURES. Curiously no British Reprint Editions are left. 
A spare BEC02TD docs well.

6.30 - 0. Filins. The Cosmos Club film, now patched A scratched almost
beyond belief, plays all its tricks: it breaks, the reel falls off, the sprockets go 
haywire d finally the projector lamp blows. ‘ut Millard is a match fox it, there is 
a spare lamp H after he lias whirled it through in well under bogey the remaining gilms 
are almost hitch-free. The shorts (PIONEER ’'HO:’EY, the puppet film, & the Popeye)
are tops, MONSTER OF THE LOCH being a little cryptic dated. Departures begin.
Tucker <1 Lord leading.

3.00 onwards. The King's Arms. Relaxation. Toasts are drunk to the 
Cranberry Bogs of Cape Cod and the Governor of the Greater Antellcs. Trains are miss
ed. By special, arrangement the full moon rises to light the walkers-home.

In conclusion, the Committee would like to thank the participants (and in particular the 
President, for his generous sacrifice of a placid weekend) and the donors of auction 
items, for all they did to make the Con. a success. They announce that they propose 
to issue a souvenir booklet of higher quality than the illegible Programme? as to the 
proceeds (not so large as they would have boon if that lamp hadn't blown:), a proportion 
will go to a Future Convention Fund. Ono further announcement: the Debate ("Man is 
not a free-agent") postponed for lack of time, will have been hold at Shirley's on May 13 

+ : >'+
BOOK REVIE.f by — Fred Brown.

''Nows from Heaven", by Jeffrey Dell. (published by Jonathan Cape, 
30 Bedford. Square, London. Price 7/6.)

"Tn Heaven," says the author, "everything within reason was done to make people 
feel ut home; but except for small, dispensations, such as those enabling the French to 
have their ambrosia baked ’Ln long rolls and the- English to keep dogs, nationalism was 
firmly discouraged." Then the smoke of the ’lorid 7ar reaches them and Splays the 
dpuce with discipline."

Hith everyone clamouring for news, Marco Polo and his secretary Rusticia.no descend 
surreptitiously to earth with a wireless transmitter ingeniously adapted by Leonardo da 

Rusticia.no


^ncJ” A. slip in Euclid’s arithmetic lands them in England, where Marco is ouickly 
■’nvolvod with the Right People, spends weekends at Blyndc, the stately home of 
Aiothcma, Lady Longacre, and with that distinguished military family, the Waite-Naite 
L S.*iC s 6 Ellery on -che mother’s side). 'brnwhilc Rusticiano .joins the Left Bool: 
Jluu and broadcasts to "leaven with disastrous results. During their hilarious rro-

rhe reputations of a choice selection osocial snobs and political humbugs arc 
_uOjilCosly crplodcciy and, accompani* c rm i; o..J the’ way by a London barrage, the t’c?~-r n- 
ers return to Heaven as confirmed Anglo]?hobcs and democrats, only to find’fascism"has 
'•■or rhere first.

inc srory ends with Marco acting as h lost ion-master to a session of the Cel sti ? 
drains Trust (Residents:- Solon, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, and Confucius; Guests: ' 
.vcnopaon and Pliny the Elder) in which are advanced .some startling views on dcmocrac'w 
snobbism, Dr. Joad and the future of /''■ritain.

Delvings into the Weird and Imaginative'-'--II. Jack Banks
s;s :'r -.J: £ ?;«jfc :;c >;• £•••............ ...............

"UNKNOT'" or "BGIRD"
In a recent fan-chain, comparisons were drawn between the relative merits of the 

weird fiction published in GIRD TALES and U-.T.0’,r , lot having seen any copies of the 
xormer since 19o9 Llucky man! — -DY], except one reprint issue, I can only base my re
marks upon the stories in issues prior to the middle of that year.

I think there is a very definite and obvious difference between the two magazines. 
■GIRD, the elder publication, set out, in the twenties, to present to that section of 
t.-ce public likely to he interested," a selection of stories of a type hitherto ord;- to 
.w- found scattered lightly throughout the pages of popular magazines, or in the ?•...• r 
irgs of such authors as Dlackwoor and 'LR. James. T cannot ■write with authority o.. 
t .oso earlier issues, but from what one can gather from fan—magazines it is nossibl 
to get a broad idea of the stories printed. Writers of the calibre of A. Merritt or 
7’.P. Love craft presented tales of such, distinctive st^le and plot, that would appeal' to 
have put a permanent seal of quality upon WT. Not that the conscious or unconscious 
imitation by other writers Ln any /ay led to the publication falling into that rut D 
'sameness" that has 6ny.ul.fed many of its contemporaries. In fact, it might be safe 

to state that 'GIRD TALES has maintained a higher average of well-written and ori.ciir.l 
stories than most magazines.

Rarely have I felt when reading an issue that this or that story was not worth 
reeding and could be safely skipped. Very different from the impression made by 
some science-fiction publications of today: (it must be remembered that I am speaki.v.
0.1 earlier issues of ’’■ .'. Some deterioration seems to bo apparent recently.)

To turn to UTTTT7. There seems to be no doubt that this magazine commenced 
its existence with a different policy to that of ’GIRD TALES. A policy that seems, 
rather difficult to define when vu think of the earlier issues. SINISTER BARRIER, 
ThE ULTIMATE ADVE?’T7JRE, FLA i: 'll DS and RSTIT'THD FRO I HEIL present some variations in 
typo, that is obvious. An’ tnc lultifarious serials, novelettes and short stories 
bnat nave appeared wit \in its pages liave shown innumerable facets of fantasy writing., 
ranging from the 1 -trr i ;hi ’ ghost story to medieval episodes of adventure. But has 
any story such as those written by H.P. Lovecraft appeared within its pages? I cannot 
think of any that approach cither the style or plot of Lovecraft ’ s writings. Incid
entally I nave often found that the short stories in LN?. TO’" wore superior to the novels 
and novelettes. I have more than once been bored by the feature novel.

Jac "fairy rale" clemcnr has predominated largely in UTCNOT , but this has often 
given a welcome relief from the heavier stories. Perhaps the term "heavier" should be 
used in a relative sense, for T nave the impression that the dewth of the stories in 
UNKNOWN docs not approach that of those in ’’GIRD TALES. Tills is a point to be dc- 
b at e d, p er ha;? s.



iadpt/. de.
Pans are dis eliminating. Several years ego, some readers of ’VOIDER STORIES even 

cornplainod about ’pornographic" advertisements appearing in that magazine’s pages. 
So it is not to be wondered at ■'•.hat readers of 3? and weird publications should hoop 
a vigilant watch for the onset of "lewd" symptoms Ln the pages of their favourites . 
There arc the so-called "Puritans:l in fandom, and there arc the others. Let us hope 
there won’t ever arise a dcrious breach of opinion between the two sections, as some
times seems likely.

As to the general Question you nay agre- with Favelock Pilis when he says, 
it is not desire but a. sacred awe • Loh nahcdiK s • inspires, an intoxication of 

the spirit rather than of the senses, Or you "roy dismiss him as a nasty old man.

’.Vcird fict ion, to some authors and quell :h rs, seems to lend itself particularly 
to pornography in varying degrees. ""itn,:several publications that have appeared 
in recent years, usually in America, devoted to fiction of a very -poor type, in which 
the author’s main purpose appears to be to contrive the utmost possible number of sit
uations wherein the heroine is observed in differing stages of undress by the hero. 
The "classic" weird magazines have been refreshingly free from literature of this kind. 
I have only read one storv in ’’GIRD TALES chat falls within this sphere. That was ISLE 
OF THE UTJDEAD, ry L.A.Eshbach, In 1936. There have been stories that might .just 
'cross the border". T am thinking of some- by '.hnry Zuttner. Rut looking at them
again, one could term them ’exotic’’ rather than employ more condemnatory words. As to 
several efforts by Kuttner under other names, the less said the better.

There are some types of weird fiction that cm be handled in differing ways by 
various authors. Compare Merritt's treatment of the ’’beautiful girl for sacrifice", 
(a classic examplej with thaw of lesser authors. '.then there is the vexing Question 
oi illustrations o_ weird f iction. The covers of ’73TRD have been the subject of con
troversy for, literally, years. The merits of Drundage and Finlay have been dis
cussed and u io Question as to the permissible amount of clothing on the young women has 
been endlessly debated, until within recent months the "naked ladies" apnoar to have 
fallen into desuetude. (On this point I am oncn to correction.)

Inside illustrations do not appear to have been the subject of such heated con
tention, except that some read, rs believe fiat weird diction loses much of its appeal 
without: Finlay’s illustrations, while others think that imaginative literature needs 
no pictorial representation. 'lost of the pre—magazine weird stories were published in. 
book i.orm without illustrations. That the effect of those classics has not been 
diminished tncreoy might appear to be an argument foi the latter school of thought.

• ' 1 < i i i

FELL ACAI.’
Tn a recent article I referred to some quotations by Leigh Hunt, from 16th. Century 

u'or.'.s on witchcraft. One fan was good enough to remark approvingly and I make that my 
excuse lor resurrecting u.unt again. In an essay entitled "Of Deceased Statesmen who 
nave Vrit’ccn Verses" he quotes several stanzas of a poem by Sackvillc, Lord Dorset, of 
Elizabethan days, who in his Induction to the "Mirror of Magistrates" speaks of a 
journey co cac nechoi regions. There arc some excellent imaginative pagsages 'in this 
work; . Hmt calls it "masterly of its kind", and from the lines given by him I repro
duce the following. (The poet is guided In his visit by Sorrow.)

Dut loi while thus amidst the desert dark 
bro passed on, with steps and pace unmeet, 
A rumbling roar, confused with howl and bark 
Ofdogs, shook all the ground under our feet, 
And struck the din within our oars so deep, 
As, half distraught, unto the ground I fell, 
Besought return, and not to visit hell. 
Dut she, forthwith, uplift’Ing me apace, 
Removed my dread, and with a steadfast mind,



On her (famine) while we thus firmly i L..cd our eyes, 
That bled for ruth of such a dreary sight, 
Lo: suddenly she s'lrickcd in so huge 
As made hell gates *fco shiver with the mighty 
Honcefron when scarce I could mine eyes jiendraw 
That filled with tears as doth the springing wcl_, 
We passed, on so far till vk. sav/, t 
Rude Acheron, a loathsome Loh' to. cull, 
That boils and bubs up swelt as olac . o.o no .

Thence camo re 
Of large great 
Of pluto tn hi 
The ride waste

to the horror and the noil 
kingdom, --.nd the droamul

The
-.-icks, o.nl sundry sorts of pain, 
sobs, bh. deep and.deadly groan, 
11 , rosoxrallnf’. plaint and moan.

bntaguc
allegor ical fantasy 
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Services paper, <1 (d).a boot 
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cards 1 one proper .
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here. But his main news is a proolem, . , . . . . .<»• . • nn-Fhor*--cx > . , t in<-»a r- nni-’o('•'b i s inc scl. coco l icc Oxi aucnor"Until recently ^spxoal had
medical staff. C- -'ou - ' f peaolc’s memories becomes serious.
Stephanidea. Ano. no-.-/ one vaguer • ■ P. somethin--:' - presumably an a:
amateur astronomer and had discovered ’some plane u Ox_.om.ux . 
oid or a nova.
and conducted
Balkan f oik -music and had 
permission, a beard.

and at 
but the

Bobside of a sheet of Io Zombie 
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lost, including a numbe 

visa
to people

on the

C ’ xC
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And now

.tronomer and
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the collection blown up m Orem 
v/a.s absent-minded.
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; FICTION (a

nd had worked. many years in Greece 
He colic ctcd

a man in Nov/ for1.’, 
pen-nemo he used, 
printed in BOrJLA 
call a story title. . One 
floor - a two-dimensional 
counted up) - yes,__a foux 

"That is all ’ coulc
jumped, ■’.'.'ere pullet-., yi 
•planes and energy Igvc ;

/rote science-fiction and sent iu wo 
To one could recall the

Something wad 
No one could re 

ell through a hole in the 
and my informant 

of trouble in another world.' 
, where people fell, climbed, 

d or whatnot into other dimensions, 
■ccall one that had the hole specifically in

in his name, 
asonable confusion oc names) .

)lot was said to be — 'A man f<_—
.... three-dimensional (l su-.gcstcd fou 
dimensional hole into all sorts 
?^t. I know of lots oi storic 
d. oi extruded

But J. do no
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impossible than ic m 

"I’d like to ^ic
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■»T c.’t little mo
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and he believed that i 
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Flying Officer Allan H. Hiles 
;ics to begin with Born ( 

city of Bristol. Lived in Cardiff for 10 years / 
ployed as a civil servo.it 
been stimulated in this i 
THINGS TO COME, although 
idle picking up of a TVS 
BHEdwards of Bestbury, another membe 
buying books from Ted 
a. review of 
Mi cha el Ro s enb lum. 
Canada for trainin'

PRODUCING

W 7CRLDS d
Tri

(yes) on July 22nd. 1922 in the 
now residing in Bristol. Bas em-

My interest had
in Bristol 
magistol when I found, my first S _ _____ _

SCOOPS and the films THE TUNNEL and 
HGBell:

me on the downward path
7as not aware o 
ce. Lo olcing t;

e by the unfortu note
since school clays. The 
■into which I helped, drag 
British fandom, even though 
•ough a copy of T7S I found 

roll who advised me to get in touch with
Soon after 1 was posted overseas to’42 sometine 

Altogether I managed, to wangle 5 weeks in USA on 
ding a subscription to ASTOUNDING.

(chiefly an amorous one) T was unable to visit fans ove± 
-pent in the state of Montana. Being then only recently 

nothin any way capable of being termed a representative of 
good being able to buy current mags off the stands though, & 

of it. I became engaged to a Montana girl before leaving cc am, return- 
opportunity. I received a commission d returned to England where I 

Bomb Aimer. I have made several 
■y hobbies include collecting 

>r cycling.
:nt visitor to the Rosenblum 

am in fact writ inp: this 
......ARM

Lil

For many d varied reasons 
there, most of my time be' 
introduced to fandom I wa: 
English fandom. 
I made the most 
ing at the firs 
am now serving on operations in Bomber Command, as a. 
trips into the Third Reich d hope to make many more 
classical recordings, oil colouring photographs, general photography &_moto: 
I have met Edwin Macdonald at his home c am a frequent, visit/ 
household of which I have enjoyed the hospitality many times 
autobiography there now. Good reading, fans...............

j^PR-TT. ‘........... News of the month. More transatlantic guests turn up — Sapper Al
AVALANCHE Godfrey of the Royal Canadian Engineers reported present to your editor 
"* early in the month & hopes to make the acquaintance of British fandom, d
British fantasy books, in the near future. And an oldtime American fan pops up, none 
other thsn Claire P. Beck, onttime editor of the SCIENCE FICTION CRITIC, of,Lakeport, 
California, d now a lieutenant in the US Troop Transport Units. From FANE’7SCARD 
comes the information that Gordon M. Null, former secretary o.l Golden Gacc FuGurian^, 
is in England. Jack. Speer, one of the most prominent Anerican fans, has obtained a 
position with the Lease—Lend authorities, in their French section, w should by nov 
have left USA for parts unknown, probably Algiers or some such spot.

And now for our homo products. William F. Temple writes:
"Have been playing 

around in the Allied beech-head in Italy (a sticky business) for some time now. , By 
the time you got this tnerc may be ylcnty of "Allied bcacn-hea.ds’, out jusc now cats is 
the one d only original refuse all substitutes. xou inay remember I lose all chc 
MSS I’d written since ? .aving England, Ln action in Tunisia. And hero T’ve just lost 
in similar chaotic circumstances all tne SS T’cl 'written d re—writ ccn since, inis 
brings me full circle to the zero mark. Ate’, don’t say it was good practice anyway, 
you Job’s comforter; I feel like a spider trying to climb ouc of a glass oumoler, g. 
slipping back to the bottom with a Dang every time he had scrambled up so nigh. And 
don’t say "Remember Bruce! " 'cos tliat spider was plain dumb. He couldn t learn i±om 
experience. He should have moved his pitch & built his web elsewhere, away from inter 
ferinp: Scottish fingers. But I’m kinf.a stuck here. However, things can c remain 
static for ever, can they? ’hit they're having a damned good try! ***** Someone's
just sent me the Dec.’45 issue of the Leftish review OUR TIME (never 'card of it! ) d 
the first thing T sec is a loiv letter of criticism in the correspondence columns by 
Osmond Robb. Is this a fan goinr: serious? Are we to have something new ~ WORKERS’ 
SCIENCEFICTION ? One sees titles: SPACEHOUNDS OP THE INTERNATIONAL BRIGADE, THE 
SOCIALIST SIXTH OF THE COSMOS, THE INFRA-RED FLAG, THE HUMAN PARASITES, THE OIL POOL... .

Another lost sheep, also in the CMP, is Sigmn. CSYoud, who sends his regards to al’ 
d sundry, particularly thanking the Norcon participants for their airgraph to him. Coi

servo.it


gratulations to Eric Frank Russell on the broadcast of his STNIo.ER FARRIER as a 
serial from Ciaro <•• wish I could have hoard it, A why Cairo of all places., iiric lias 
been wandering around of late - leaving Northern Ireland, he had a onef stay in Hert
fordshire, South Hales, A then on to Chigwell, Essex. . .

Americano — Cant. S.E.’Icek of old, is now Lt .-Col. '•feck; Dr. David h. Acdci 
also Lt. Col. Kollo/ (T’G-illings); Frod Shroyer is now with the loth. Squad
ron of Fort Wers, norida, A Henry Kuttnor is in the US Medical Corps (EFRussell) . 
Milton Rothnan finishes a univers ity course in clcccncal engineering wmeh th<.
has nut him through, in ..hpril, d emerges wita a du-gru*.. , • . • u <

Call-up:- Peter 'iowkins of Surbiton, Surrey, is the latest victim. He lepoibo
-t Formbv Lancs, on Ifev 10th. Peter is a comparative newcomer to ian ranks, but .ao. 
rapidly^created a place for himsc^ f - He held the post of Liaison Officer between tno
Cosmos Club and the FFS d took an osy.cial ^interest in Proa me auuaoxs 0 uneir pc 
nyms. He was a bank cler.c in orc mar, l-xe.

SPEAKING- Your editor has a couple of items to get off his chest, viz.— .,
p^OTULLY Firstly the matter of my own mail, correspondence A all the assorted items 
------- --------- coming’ this way from the USA. ' Really d truly everything is deeply apprec
iated d I would like to answer everything. However, I hope all neglected correspond
ents will appreciate that my opportunities simply won’t run to it these days - I 
simpl-'7’ oan’t get everything attended.to. Moreover Fido itseli should serve as my^pait 
of the personal link. I hesitate to name examples but perhaps most sinned against are 
Terry Overton, Peter Hawkins, Edwin Macdonald, ’Valter Norcott d John Pennington. Then 
about all the assorted extra copies of fanzines which trickle in co Grange. xeix*ace. 10 
distribute them fairly d regularly would necessitate quite a system; so will all con
cerned ’make do’ with my passing them on as circumstances permit, to visitors here, 
servicemen I’m writing to, A so forth; with the NFS chains and Library coming high on 
the list. Or woulf British fans like them collected into an envelope d second copies 
sent around people Interested ? ... jus'c an idea max* cropped up. Scuff from Foiry
keeps coming over, duly marked with recipient & all are sent on except Kennecn Chapman o 
■— Forry was told this but G-KC’s material still comes over. And now a ‘Nancy Feather
stone' [shades of Jabberwoclzy: — D7] appears on some copies, d. I don’t know the lady. 
Enlightenment welcome. At the moment I’m holding a batch of material from Claude 
Degler destined for the Eastercon, which arrived too late, A will be passed on -co next 
meeting instead. _ _ . . 1

After that, there is the matter of contributions to Fido. It is an old clicne co 
say that a magazine is what its readers make it [it is also untrue: , a magazine is what 
its editor d his financial backer make it —D.7], but the statement is even more cruc 
when anolied to Fido. by all means send in your information, . viewpoints A arguments, 
the only criterion being that the matter be connected with fantasy A noc ox fend logax 
regulations. Hook reviews A author critiques are always welcome A only recently 
reviews of current prozincs were particularly requested. One or two basic arcades 
on what is fantasy, " its value A development, the history of fandom in general, Aj-ierc 
in England; possible A preferable future developments would be particularly suitable 
at the moment. Ano. for prolific scribes - several of the American fanzine crop woulu 
welcome contributions from this side 01 tne Atlancic.

TRENDS — the publication 'Issued by Arthur F 'YllliabR.,. 11--//n
■ recen^2.y mutated from a one-copy chain-circulated magazine to a circulation dup- . 

’’icateci fan magazine. The first of the now series is dated May 1944, costs 6d. except 
to Servicemen overseas who can have it for the asking has 20 half-foolscap pages 
features considerably good class artwork, A a policy of reprinting good fan articleo . 
boXl Shines. ' Especially noticed in this issue is COSMIC CASE A - "The Right ox 
a Race to Live” by DRSmith, reprinted from NOVAE TERRAS.

S7AP FCBrcm, Digbeth Police Station, Pi^be^J^gnj^gSi is desirous 
f/nta.sy books. Send lists 01 ran'es c: disposals.



Observationq on the Contemporary American Scene (continued)

The membership Unit of the FAPA. was raised iron 50 to £5 only recently, out 
not only was this slack immediately taken up but the March nailing has a 
waiting list of no less than 14* And this is entirely limited to active pans 
But the questioh of general reorganisation has been raised and an attempt is 
being nade to revive and resussitate the National antasy an Federation on 
net so ambitious a scale as that which apparently overawed the general mass 
of US fans* Bailing the success of this? Art Sehnert has plans for another 
fern of organisation, though he is willing to cooperate in the rebirth of 
the NFFF© And behind that still? lies the idea of a central guiding nucleus 
of leading fans to act as centre for all the various projects a united fah- 
dem could achieve,. Out- of such a welter of ideas surely something worthwhile 
is likely to appear»

Meanwhile a flock of new fans is putting in an appearancec They crop up 
all over the place exuding unrestrained enthusiasm^ some are old readers but 
the majority are youngsters Just cutting their fan teeth* And of course rhe 

vf an zine field reacts immediately to th^es phenomenac, Th.© eld and tried ’zines 
are- disappearing? Voice cf the i-magi =~l<ation plods on mBD<&ily amid bevies of 
nudes, Be Zombi® concluded in a bla-se of glory with a magnificent fifth ann- 
iversay issue. Nova's third issue has at. last appeared} Fanfare has gone i or 
the duration© 3n the other hand, however we have Microcosmos (Claude Held)? 
Fan Slants (Mel BrownL Towart To/morrow (James Kepner) Arcana (Harr^honig) 
Blablerie (Bill Watson’ •. and a whole ‘uneaf of Vulcan publications from a gr
oup of the younger end who have got together for publishing purposes-? in la
ding Cluster (Hay harden) Opollo (Joe Hensley) Thoth (William Janes) U.a? *j 
(Van Splawn) and maybe oth er s*

Although on a larger scale altogether » it seems to your editor that 
events across the sea are paralleling British experiences 5 ,and after being 
well shaken up by events on the larger horizon, fandom in the States is ;:ust 
about ready to sttle down under present conditions, get ink trim, and become 
something really worth while* At least that bis what I hope tonsee 3 n :;h-‘ 
near futuree

ant ast?~Stef anV FuturianT Stef ni st? Fant ai si s_t ? SI an9 0 osman?~~Stefi'i st £_ /

In twin publications from the two groups in Los Angeles comes an announce
ment of the death of PAUL FREEHATER? long known as an active fan in that- 
district# Paul was a non-feudist and was well-beloved by all sections of 
fandom? he was interested in literature .generally as well as the fantasy 
section, was noted for the publication of "Polaris” with a hi standard of 
literary content and an impeccable format, held a J ob in the research lab*** 
oratory of a large corporation? was extremely interested in astronautics & 
hoped to see the first spac. 3--f 11 ,^it take place within his lifetime, had a 
large and varied library ans was always up to the eyebrows in assorted Jobs 
and favours for the vari uar people and causes he was associated with© His 

,early demise was Hue t-j hea??t disease of long standing, and although he was 
doomed, he neves’ allowed tills to ouaee a bitter attitude towards life?

>L aur e noe 011) 0 nne 1, p'argett  ̂_ Haul) .Edmonds Ke i th K ammo nd , R, Q * Ke ny on -f

An Airgraph from Edwin Macdonald, the onetime hermit of Inverness ? places 
that gentleman at MFC ZU4RCAF? Ottawa, Canada© He arrived there towards 
the end of April .and a week later mentions that the only stf he has seen is 
the 'Eolheim Pocket rock of Sc^oncefiction© Anent that work, LAW will be in
terested to learn that ir. one ?/eek I had tributes to it from the Anzic bea
chhead, and two young lady neophytes to fantasy in Leeds and Los Angeles*
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